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In this case study Kyle Downey, CEO of Cloudwall, 
explains why he required a digital asset taxonomy system 
and why he chose to implement DATS into Serenity.

Introduction
In 2021, DAR and Wilshire entered into a partnership to jointly develop DATS. With 
Wilshire’s 50 year history in supporting institutional investors to gain access and 
clarity into new asset classes, the partnership would ensure that DATS became the 
leading taxonomy standard for Digital Assets. 

With the broadest coverage of any digital taxonomy system in the industry, DATS 
classify over 1,300 digital assets into supersectors, sectors, sub sectors, and multi 
sector themes, DATS is the clear choice for institutional investors to identify sector 
based opportunities and assess risks in this emerging digital asset class.

Why did Cloudwall need to implement a taxonomy system?
Risk management requires that you look at your portfolio in many ways. You need to 
understand how the assets are performing; you may wish to use a factor risk model 
like Serenity to decompose into style factors; and very commonly you also want 
the sector lens to group assets and view performance and risk at that level. From a 
performance perspective, it is also helpful to look at adjacent assets and the sector 
overall to break apart the performance of an individual assets vs. its correlation to a 
particular sector.

Example: if you have the Sandbox in your portfolio, how much of its performance 
reflects broader sentiment in metaverse investment vs. being specific to that 
particular token?

Case study  
A comprehensive, well-structured 
sector taxonomy for digital assets

Fast Facts

• 1300+ assets in coverage

• Quarterly rebalanced of at 
least the top 1000 assets by 
market cap

• Publicly documented 
methodology

• Strong governance

• Focus on institutional  
use cases

About Cloudwall

Cloudwall is a New York -and 
Singapore- based startup focused 
entirely on the risk management 
needs of institutional investors 
in digital assets. The company 
offers an integrated risk platform 
as well as API access to Serenity’s 
innovative digital asset risk 
models. Led by founders with 
over 50 years of combined 
experience building institutional-
grade systems and models for 
capital markets, Cloudwall brings 
the lessons of traditional capital 
markets to digital assets.

“A robust sector taxonomy that covers the full universe of assets you  
are managing is essential for any institutional-grade risk system.”

As portfolios grow in scale – a trend that we at Cloudwall see playing out across the 
industry, with portfolio managers trading wider ranges of digital assets, not just Bitcoin 
– you really need these aggregations and alternative lenses to help understand the 
portfolio at a higher level before you drill in and investigate particular issues.
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As we aim to cover the entire digital asset market, coverage and credibility were the most important factors 
on selecting a comprehensive taxonomy system.

DATS Assets Count by Supersector and Sector

Serenity’s forthcoming production release has three key features which require sector taxonomies:

Risk attribution: Serenity’s 5-factor risk model is able to break down the risks in a portfolio 
by asset, factor and sector so a portfolio manager can view heatmaps of risk at various levels 
and along different dimensions; clients can choose DATS for this purpose and use Wilshire’s 
taxonomy to create a risk hierarchy

Scenario analysis: The next release of Serenity is going to build in a full-scale scenario engine 
that lets you shock assets, factors and eventually sectors as well, and then it will offer that same 
ability to drill through the results taking advantage of the sector hierarchy, to see which sectors 
and which particular shocks in the stress test most affected the portfolio – e.g., see what 
happened to the assets you hold in the metaverse sector in a simulated crash

Portfolio analytics: Looking at portfolio performance and its attribution, both holistically  
and broken out by sector; our researchers have been working closely with Wilshire and  
DAR research to categorize listed digital asset technologies

Why did you choose DATS?
On assessment only DATS offered a comprehensive, well-structured sector taxonomy for digital assets. 
Given the importance of a strong taxonomy for index construction, having a reputable and experienced 
index provider behind the taxonomy was also important in our selection process. 

“We are not just getting a dataset delivered to us; we are getting  
a chance to work with Wilshire and DAR researchers as well.”



What other benefits are you realizing from DATS?
We are a small start-up, and a straightforward integration is important.

We already were getting our digital asset reference data via the Digital Asset Research API, and so  
we were able to load in DATS as part of the same data pipelines, probably less than a week for initial  
data integration.

In turn this has helped us offer DATS in our production launch.

About DATS
Taxonomy systems have existed for more than 20 years for the equity market. They are used by all groups 
involved in the investment process to help capture and assess the impact of certain regional, sector and 
industry trends to inform investment opportunities and help construct consistent investment strategies 
based on defined global, regional and sector-based definitions.

In 2017 during the initial Coin Offering (ICO) boom, the number of digital assets went from dozens to 
thousands seemingly overnight. The rapid proliferation of digital assets meant that new ones were being 
launched daily. This made it difficult for institutional investors to gain access to a broad view of the industry. 

At that point, Digital Asset Research (DAR) built a taxonomy system to help institutional investors assess 
this new fragmented asset class. The Digital Asset Taxonomy System (DATS) tracks more than 10,000 
digital assets and classifies over 1,300 into a transparent hierarchical structure. The framework allows 
institutional investors to sector trends, determine how those trends impact a portfolio, and understand 
how sector(s) contribute to performance. From there, investors can identify opportunities and risks to 
build a portfolio in line with their strategies.

The process by expert analysts includes a 360-degree token review of the following:

For more information on DATS you can download a deep dive  
into the creation of DATS and how it has been constructed here. 

Contact us if you would like to meet with one of our experts  
to discuss licensing of DATS at indexsales@wilshire.com

DAR, Cloudwall, and Wilshire are not affiliated. Wilshire, a leading global financial services firm and Digital Asset Research (DAR), a specialized provider of ‘clean’ digital asset data, 
research and insights, jointly develop and manage the pioneering Digital Asset Taxonomy System (DATS). DATS serves as a common standard to classify and group over 1,300 digital 
assets. Both Wilshire and DAR’s mission is to bring clarity to the digital asset industry. 
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